Abstract
Introduction
Probabilistic simulation for analog systems is a necessity due to increased process variations and mismatch in new technologies. Although probabilistic simulation has long been an interest, today's requirements necessitate faster and accurate simulation.
Most of the time, Gaussian densities for the output parameters are assumed [26] . Although Gaussian assumption might be sufficient for most input parameters, it is far from being accurate of an assumption for the output parameters for most analog blocks. Traditional techniques usually provide the mean and the variance for an output parameter. Yet, capturing the exact shape of a continuous density at the output is important for various considerations such as yield estimation.
Speed and accuracy of today's performance estimation techniques are lagging behind technology. Probabilistic simulation of large blocks brings significant time burdens on system designers. This has triggered us to come up with a technique to bring a solution to single input parameter probabilistic simulations. Since individual blocks are highly important in analog systems, single parameter simulations will give quite a deal of information. The whole system can then either be evaluated using single parameter as input and multiple parameters as output by selecting the dominant input parameter, or solving the system separately for more input parameters individually, followed by superposition, e.g. as usually done in sensitivity analysis [25] . The proposed estimation methods can be used for optimization, e.g. design parameter tuning, as well. Most multiparameter optimization techniques also work on single parameters at a time for improved convergence [20] .
We first introduce the basis of the proposed technique, probability discretization and sample propagation implemented using a forward operation, where significant runtime improvement over Monte Carlo is gained through weight propagation and systematic sampling. Then, we propose the re-binning algorithm to convert the propagated samples to a continuous density. A traditional spline interpolation follows re-binning. Then we provide the performance estimation algorithm. We have used behavioral simulations on the jitter analysis of a phase-locked loop to validate the proposed computational technique.
Previous Work
A number of approaches for probabilistic simulation of analog blocks has been proposed. [12] and [9] have used principal component analysis on the correlation matrix of process variations to reduce the number of variables that are responsible for mismatch. In [23] , sensitivity analysis followed by response surface polynomial fitting and Monte Carlo sampling are implemented. [29] has used regression analysis including second order terms. [8] has used variance propagation.
Particular interest in probabilistic simulation has been in the area of mismatch and process variation simulation. [21] has used Tailor series expansion. [6] has used sensitivity analysis and assumed that there are at least the same number of output parameters as there are input parameters, all of which are Gaussian. [17] has applied principal component analysis to account for correlations between input parameters. In [30] , we have used hierarchical sensitivities for probabilistic simulation. These methods are good for calculating mean and variance. They will work accurate only if outputs are Gaussian assumption holds. Besides these, almost all designers count on Monte Carlo methods for probabilistic simulations. We have introduced a computationally expensive hierarchical version of the proposed method for probabilistic device simulations in [31] .
Analog fault simulation is another field where probabilistic simulation has been important as analog faults are related to parameter probability densities. [19] has approximated mean and variances at the output analytically. [14] has used a hierarchical variance analysis. [24] and [32] have used a sensitivity-based Monte Carlo technique.
There are a number of Monte Carlo methods such as Latin Hypercube sampling [15] or rejection sampling [16] [3] [7] . Importance sampling and rejection sampling require a sampling density. As long as the sampling density is similar to the density to be estimated, these methods work fine. If such a sampling density is not available, a set of densities can be provided as in the Metropolis method. Yet, this requires more samples eventually. Gibbs sampling works for dimensions higher than 2, hence it is not applicable to the problem in this paper [16] [2] .
Propagation of the densities is also a related topic. This can be done by Monte Carlo by propagating individual data points directly. Traditionally, variance propagation has been used. Parametric approaches, such as belief propagation [28] , propagate certain moments of the density.
For behavioral simulations, particular attention has been on phase-locked loop simulations. [11] has introduced RF front-end models both for time and frequency domains. [18] has introduced a model calibration method for PLLs. [4] has compared numerical methods for phase/delay-locked systems. Behavioral simulations for phase-locked loops (PLLs) are important as most analyses require transient simulations over many cycles, indicating high run-times. The probabilistic nature makes the problem a couple orders harder.
Although probabilistic simulation has been traditionally used for analog circuits, digital circuits within the last couple of years took its portion [33] [13] [27] [34] . Recently, major contributions have come in the digital domain due to the necessity to have probabilistic static timing and leakage analysis. These methods are usually specific to the particular problem domain but not suitable for black-box type simulations. For example, only a limited set of all possible nonlinear operators, e.g. addition and maximum operations, are targeted in the probabilistic timing systems in the literature and the formulae that tie inputs to outputs are assumed to be analytically provided. RF domain performance estimation [1] and communication systems, on the other hand, are very similar to the analog system studied herein and hence can take advantage of the proposed techniques in this paper.
Forward Discrete Probability Propagation
In order to introduce FDPP, a number of definitions will be useful. Let be a random variable. We will denote the probability density of as . is assumed to be continuous. We propose to attain a discretization of this by sampling the at equidistant points of the random variable .
The sampling can be done by dividing the to bins and approximating the values that fall in any bin by the value at the mid-point of the bin. The bins are generated such that the highest and lowest samples are accounted for. Let be an enumeration over the bins where and is the total number of bins.
will be defined to be bounded by , where is the stepsize defined by . The N'th bin, however, is bounded by , which is equal to . We denote the sampled as or . The procedure of converting a to an will be represented with the operator:
(1)
The domain of this operator is a , and the range of this operator is an . The result of this operator on the of random variable , , is essentially a Riemann sum of impulses and is given by: In these equations, corresponds to the probability that a sample of the random variable falls within the 'th bin and denotes the approximation of values of samples of within . is the mid-point in the particular bin.
Assume that we have a random variable given as whose sampled is given by . Let be another random variable that is given by a deterministic function of the given random variable:
. Then is given by the operator as: (5) which is defined as being equivalent to: (6) Here, is the output parameter to be observed and is the input parameter. The domain and the range of the operator is an . This operator presents a one-to-one relationship. There may be more than one and , indicating the possibility of multiple outputs. The operator essentially provides another sampled , where the multiplication term denotes the probability at the point . Here, corresponds to the set of all samples belonging to the random variable . An algorithm for the operator is given below.
Algorithm Implementing the Operator: [1] While all samples of the target pdf computed: [2] For each sample in [3] Place an impulse with height at x=f( ) Certain calculations, such as yield estimation, require an accurate shape for the density function so that it can be integrated. But since is commonly a non-linear function, the samples may no longer be situated at fixed distances. Hence, forward propagation step should be followed by another binning process on the sampled probability density. Whenever an integral under the probability density is required, the shape of the density needs to be known accurately. To convert the FDPP samples into a density, spline interpolation is used on the samples. Interpolation requires equidistant samples. Hence, a re-bin operator needs to be implemented to separate out the samples evenly. Samples that fall in any particular bin will be approximated by a single impulse at the center of the corresponding bin, with the height of this impulse being the sum of the impulses that fall into this bin. Binning of impulses makes interpolation of the impulses possible. Without the binning process, neighboring impulses with largely differing sample probabilities would cause a great amount of noise. The re-bin operator is defined as: (7) The re-bin operator can be implemented using the following algorithm:
Algorithm Implementing the Operator: [1] Find maximum and minimum values within impulses [2] Divide this range into M bins [3] For each bin The complexity of this algorithm is where is the number of input samples and is the number of final samples. Since these numbers are rather small, the run-time is highly efficient in practice.
Notice that two different total bin numbers, and , have been used although these are independent of the number of bins in the domain . The choice of constitutes an initial binning, providing a fine resolution for the bin widths.
is chosen larger than and the initial bin number.
The domain and range of the re-bin function is an . The is defined as:
where such that . in the operator corresponds to the new number of bins, as the re-bin operator can bin the samples into a different number of bins than the one used in the that this operation is applied to.
Experimental Results
Estimation of block parameter densities at the behavioral level can be useful when process variations need to be considered. Certain high-level analog blocks exhibit probability densities for their output parameters instead of a constant nominal value. For example, the loop filter in Figure  1 acquires a probability density for its output frequency as a result of process variations, as does the charge pump for the charged current. The deviation from a Gaussian density for both of these examples has been confirmed in the experiments we have conducted.
Phase-locked loops, being analog components, are an important part of almost all large-scale digital and mixedsignal systems. Their gate-accurate simulation takes very long time as transient analysis has to be done for many cycles. That's why, in this paper, we have chosen this block as our benchmark. The behavioral simulator described in [22] is used for the analysis.
In support of our proposal, we have conducted a set of experiments centered largely on a PLL architecture as presented in [22] . This architecture is shown in Figure 1 . Matlab R12 was employed for mathematical evaluations, by incorporating a Perl script to calculate the rms jitter at the voltage controlled oscillator output [10] . For each sample, 3E+5 simulations steps are run with a sample period of 1E-11s. Each sample took 10 seconds to simulate on a 1.44GHz desktop. Two experiments have been run, in one of which the output current of the charge pump and in the other, the output frequency of the loop filter are assumed to vary with a probability density function with a of 10 .
1 These densities stem from mismatch or process variations in the charge pump or the loop filter and are to be extracted using transistor level block simulations through HSPICE Monte Carlo simulations or FDPP.
2
FDPP starts with a forward operator on the density samples of the charge-pump output current. 10 samples have been used according to the error bounds given in [5] . 3 The application of the forward operation is followed by a re-bin operation which re-bins the 10 samples. Monte Carlo runs for the same example consume long run-times for the same accuracy. An accuracy comparison is shown in Figure 2 for median and in Figure 3 for variance. The error rates are given as percentages. Since we do not know the true density for the output jitter, a Monte Carlo run with 10k samples is assumed to give the reference true density. In reality, a Monte Carlo run with a sample number approaching infinity in the limit would give the true density. But since this is practically unattainable, 10k runs are assumed to yield the true density.
Two criteria are compared in the error figures. These criteria were the median and variance of the final densities. These statistical figures give us a measure of the method being able to estimate the density accurately.
in the figures represents a Monte Carlo run and in the figures represents the proposed method. The numbers next to these letters give the number of samples run, which are also proportional to the actual run-time, hence can be used to compare the run-times of different methods.
We have particularly paid attention to a fair comparison. Monte Carlo samples are first binned into 10 bins, the same number of samples used as in FDPP. Then, a 500-point spline interpolation is used for all methods. The error rates between 1k sample run Monte Carlo and 10-sample FDPP run are quite close, yet the run-time of 10-sample FDPP run is 100 times less than a 1k run Monte Carlo. Furthermore, FDPP has better accuracy both for median and variance. 
Summary
Forward discrete probability propagation (FDPP) has been suggested as an alternative to the Monte Carlo method. FDPP requires a far smaller number of samples than Monte Carlo using weight propagation and deterministic sampling. We introduce herein FDPP for behavioral level fast and accurate performance estimation. Behavioral simulations are increasingly popular as large circuits with possible feedback loops take a long time to simulate. Re-binning algorithm has been used to implement the accurate performance estimation system that uses deterministic sampling and probability weight propagation as the basis. FDPP, using a recent PLL structure as an example, is shown to be highly efficient for behavioral-level performance estimation and simulation by showing improved accuracy and 100 times run-time speed-up as compared to a standard 1000 sample Monte Carlo.
date the correct selection is to repeat the calculations with finer bin widths and compare that the results are within an error range. 4 Notice that accurate median calculation also necessitates an accurate density representation.
